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FAREWELL PARTNERS
CELEBRATING LIVES. SUPPORTING LOVED ONES.

YOU HAVE ONE CHANCE FOR
A MEANINGFUL FAREWELL,
MAKE IT AS SPECIAL
AS THE ONE YOU LOVE.

The days following the loss of a loved one are overwhelming,
full of grief, and difficult, to say the least.
Backed by 25 years of event planning experience, Farewell Partners offers planning
solutions to ease your stress, gather your community, and facilitate a meaningful
farewell so that you can focus on what's important.
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ABOUT US

Farewell Partners is brought to you by the founders of Capital City Events,
Washington, DC's premier meetings and special events company.
Backed by 30 years of experience connecting people through shared experiences for clients as
varied as Pfizer, Prudential, Bank of America, Marriott International, Toyota Motorcars, the History
Channel and more, the Capital City Events team was poised to react when COVID-19 disrupted the
world and the traditional mourning process.
Through virtual tributes, live streaming, celebration of life events, and our custom support portal,
our services are second to none when it comes to the socially distanced memorials. We understand
the challenges that these unprecedented times have brought to families across the country, and we
hope to lessen your burden in the best ways possible.
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COVID-19
With social distancing and government
restrictions limiting the number of people able to
gather, Farewell Partners has the technology
and expertise to live stream funeral or memorial
services allowing communities to participate in
end-of-life celebrations.
Farewell Partners has a solution...

SERVICES
Receive support from your community with a custom virtual
tribute where everyone can join the ceremony, enjoy an online
slide show, share stories, and pay their respects.We help you plan,
organize, and facilitate an online interactive gathering for family
and friends, both near and far, to celebrate your loved one.

VIRTUAL TRIBUTES
Memorials that virtually bring communities together without the
need to be physically present.

PROFESSIONAL LIVE STREAMING
Professional technology and expertise to live stream funeral or
memorial services in real time; allowing communities to participate
in end-of-life celebrations wherever they are located.

CELEBRATIONS OF LIFE
Your loved one was one of a kind. Give them the magnificent,
meaningful, personal send-off they deserve. Our Celebrations of
Life events are tailored to reflect your loved one's personal style.
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VIRTUAL TRIBUTES
At Farewell Partners, we are proud to offer Virtual Tributes as a
lasting remembrance for family and friends grieving the loss of a
loved one. Near, far, or socially distant, everyone is connected to
honor and celebrate the life of their loved one.
Our tributes are professionally planned and aim to take the burden
away, while allowing families to focus on the lasting legacy of those
that have gone before us. Tributes include a personalized slide
show, custom music selection, and an opportunity for guests to pay
their respects.
While virtual tributes do not take the place of a funeral, they do
bring communities together to support each other during their
greatest time of need.
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HOW VIRTUAL TRIBUTES WORK
Planning: Your family will be assigned a dedicated event planner who will assist in creating a completely customized
program including: coordinate speakers, performers, and music, produce a custom slideshow, and add any special touches to
make the tribute unique to your loved one.
Walk-Through: We prepare presenters and guide set-up to ensure your tribute runs smoothly.
Event Facilitation: We'll be there to begin the tribute, guide presenters, initiate slideshows and videos, facilitate storytelling,
and conclude your tribute with a toast to your loved one.
Reception Rooms: Like a reception at a funeral, your family can visit with guests in small groups (i.e. one for high school
friends, another for co-workers, and others for family branches) - through our personalized online tributes.
Technical Support: You're not alone - we're ready with support for speakers and attendees throughout your virtual tribute
every step of the way.
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LIVE STREAMING
Farewell Partners offer the finest quality audiovisual services in the funeral
industry today. Our production team covers three key areas - audio, video, and
lighting - to ensure your loved ones funeral is broadcast and recorded with crisp
video and precise audio from the service.
Audio: Quality audio production is the most important part of any presentation
and one of the most overlooked aspects of the do-it-yourself live streamers.
Farewell Partners delivers top-notch audio equipment supported by our
experienced audio engineers.
Video: We use professional quality cameras to capture the highlights with
camera operators who are specially trained for both indoor and outdoor event
recording.
Lighting: All of the above is enhanced with the proper lighting to spotlight the
celebrant, readers and friends offering eulogies. From a discreet light box to
sophisticated lighting trusses, Farewell Partners offers options to best enhance
the venue’s existing lighting and ensure your loved one’s funeral will be captured
professionally.
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END OF LIFE
CELEBRATIONS
Your loved one was one of a kind. They lived a life in a way completely
unique to them. Give them the magnificent, meaningful, personal sendoff they deserve.
Our end of live celebration events are custom tailored to reflect your
loved one's personal style. Gather your family and friends at a unique
venue, play your loved one's favorite music, enjoy their favorite food
and drinks, as you bid them a fond farewell and reminisce on a life well
lived.
This is your chance to say this is who they were and this is how they
lived. Farewell Partners is here to ensure every detail is executed
flawlessly.

SUPPORT SERVICES
FAMILY ASSISTANT
Farewell Partners is pleased to provide you with assistance on any task whether it be small or large as it relates to the farewell of
your loved one. This can be a stand alone service or can be added to your loved one’s end of live celebration event or virtual
tribute. Farewell Partners are highly skilled event planners, with over 30 years of hospitality industry experience, who will work
with your family to handle the logistics, and keep the timeline and details flowing properly, allowing you to focus on what’s
important.

SUPPORT PORTAL
At a time when the community's desire is to gather around and assist, it can be cumbersome in a disconnected world. Through
technology and your personal Farewell Partners intermediary, your family and loved ones are provided a one-stop, highly
personalized experience for managing all of the disparate activities that the community offers in support of your family. Our
Support Portal also provides an opportunity to stay organized as it automatically tracks all donations, meals, and gifts that are
sent to your family during this time so you can easily share your thanks and appreciation when ready.
An easy point of access to:
Sign the guest book
Submit a favorite photo for the memorial
Coordinate a meal(s) for the family

Make a donation to a scholarship fund or charity
Send flowers or plant a tree
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YOU ARE NOT ALONE
Farewell Partners isn't just a web site, but a full team and support portal designed with your family in mind.
Our team consists of caring individuals serving real people during their greatest time of need.
We are located in cities nationwide, ready to provide personalized service and support when needed.

A Farewell Partner is here for you in...

ATLANTA, GA
AUSTIN, TX
BALTIMORE, MD
BOSTON, MA
CHARLOTTE, NC
CHARLESTON, SC
CHICAGO, IL

DALLAS, TX
DENVER, CO
EASTON, MD
INDIANAPOLIS, IN
LAS VEGAS, NV
LOS ANGELES, CA
MIAMI, FL

NASHVILLE, TN
NEW YORK, NY
NEW ORLEANS, LA
ORLANDO, FL
PHILADELPHIA, PA
PHOENIX, AZ
PORTLAND, OR

SALT LAKE CITY, UT
SAN DIEGO, CA
SAN FRANCISCO, CA
SEATTLE, WA
ST. LOUIS, MO
WASHINGTON, DC
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CONTACT US
10400 Connecticut Avenue, Suite 600
Kensington, Maryland 20895
Toll Free : 1-844-4FAREWELL (844) 432-7393
info@farewellpartners.com
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